THIS book consists of four essays, the first of which is about illicit distillation. It was mainly in the 18th century that the poverty-stricken peasantry comforted themselves with cheap poteen, and had little to lose in self respect or in the eyes of their neighbours by detection either in its distillation or consumption. In a remote rural community barter was an important way of doing business, and poteen was a common way of paying at least part of the rent. It is of interest to note that north west of the Limerick-Newry line the great offence was the illicit distillation of poteen, to the south east it was the illegal sale of much ordinary untaxed whiskey from the ordinary distilleries. It was all very much "agin' the Government", but lacked the rancour or bitterness of political or religious strife.
The essay on illigitimacy before the famine reads, like the melodrama is was, in terms of sordid seductions and squalid obstetrics. From the medical standpoint much of the interest centres in the accounts of the frightful loss of infant life in the foundling hospitals of Dublin and Cork where mortality rates of as high as two thirds of all admissions were at times recorded. Numerous abandoned infants, debilitated and probably already infected, were admitted into conditions of terrible overcrowding, and there can be little doubt that gastroenteritis would carry a dreadful mortality rate. The author states, "But, as an Irish priest demonstrated (not simply to his own satisfaction), early in the present century 'Orangeism and illigitimacy go together; . . . bastards in Ireland are in proportion to the Orange Lodges'."
The account of ether drinking is interesting. This was common in the middle of the last century, and was centred in the Sperrin Mountain area. It was cheap compared with whiskey or even poteen, was produced industrially in Britain whence it could be imported, and was for long untrammelled by any legislative control. To anyone brought up in the mysteries of ether anaesthesia, the wonder is that it could be drunk at all, even when diluted by more acceptable vehicles.
The last essay, on catholicism and marriage in the century following the Famine, is the most powerfully, and most clearly, written of the four. After the Famine the gradual improvement of the potato crop allowed for the division of farms and the setting of an increasing number of married sons. To this there was an inevitable limit. Over and above the basic rural economy that this imposed there rose the increasing absolutism of the Catholic Church. "The greatest curse to the Irish Nation," the author quotes, "has been Maynooth, because it has fostered the ordination of peasants' sons", and nothing in their further education was to prepare then to advise their future parishioners on their economic or matrimonial affairs. Celebate themselves, they preached the idea that even the normal biological phenomenon of courtship was sinful.
This book is for the social historian rather than the doctor. Above all, it is for the Irishman, for it uncovers a sorry lot of dirty linen.
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